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Part XVIII
In his laboratory, the brilliant and eccentric Dr. Krippendorf adjusts the controls on his
time machine. At his side is the renowned linguist Dr. Ima Jabbermeister, with her
faithful assistant Dr. Josephine Robinson-Friday. I sit next to “Joe” Friday, privileged to
have been invited to the company of such eminent luminaries.
Determined to discover the true language of ancient man, Dr. Jabbermeister
has invited us to the lab of the unconventional Krippendorf to watch him use his time
machine to perform the ultimate in historical linguistics research–to bring forth a
prehistoric man!
The four of us sit in rapt suspense. The moment has come!
Dr. Krippendorf trips the switch on the time machine…Voila!
Out of nowhere materializes a caveman, accompanied by his pretty cave-girlfriend.
For a moment my attention is diverted. The girlfriend looks strangely like Eva!
But then, the caveman speaks!
“My stars, Dr. Jabber,” exclaims Krippendorf. “What do you make of that?
So that’s the language of ancient man!”
Dr. Jabbermeister, too, is aghast. Her mouth agape in disbelief,
she mumbles, “This is not what I expected at all. This changes everything.
How in the world am I ever going to explain this to the linguistic academic community?”
Yeah, talk about double-barreled astonishment. I could hardly believe it myself.
The language that prehistoric man was speaking...it was mathematics!
You can’t beat science fiction: Fact and fantasy, action, adventure, romance, imagination
without limits…loads of fun! But, man, if I could really turn the dial on my “time machine,”
I wouldn’t settle for any ho-hum, “sigh”-fi, run-of-the-mill time travel. I’d crank that puppy up!
Visit Newton, Descartes, Galileo, Archimedes, Pythagoras, Noah, Alley Oop, and Adam?
Oh, yeah! But after that, I wouldn’t hold myself back! To search for the origins of the
language of mathematics, I’d see how far I’d have to go before I wouldn’t find math!
Mesozoic, Paleozoic, Pre-Cambrian, Proterozoic…I wonder if there’s such a thing as a
Pre-Math or a Proto-“Math-o-zoic” era?
I don’t know how “literally” to take the Bible, but I remember reading:
In the beginning was the Word…and the Word was God.
So at the very beginning, there was language and math: The Word = God ? Gee whiz!
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Lemme see if I have this right:
In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. And God said, “Let there be
light.” (Yep, there’s language.)
He separated the light from the darkness…
And there was evening, and there was morning–the first day. (And there’s math!)
Wow! “The first day”–that first mathematical unit of time for God’s creation!
So, if I could travel back through time to the first day I would still find math.
But once I’d arrived at “zero hour/day one,” what then? Where could I go from there?
Yeah, my time-o-meter reads 0000000.00!
But wait a minute! I’m still in sci-fi, no problemo! Hmm, so many levers and buttons…
I’d better look in the operator’s manual. (flipping pages) Ah, there it is!
“Section A: accelerators, spectrometers, detectors, and other associated equipment.”
Looks simple enough. All I have to do is:
1. Shift my sci-fi differential gear (It’s kind of stuck: guess it hasn’t been used very often…),
2. Pull the big red lever labeled “Boom Stick,” and…
Yahooooooo, Major Kong! Holy cosmic inflation! I just cracked the “time of creation barrier”!
Big Bang? I’ve gone beyond the birth of our universe–before the sun, the moon, the heavens,
and earth were created, beyond our perception of time, into God’s Time Zone (GTZ)! Wow!
I’ve landed in the time before God created our time (if that makes sense.)
What a trip! Proto-time? Hope there’re instructions in the manual on how to get back!
But hold on! Now that I’ve arrived at a time before the creation of the universe, have I arrived
at a time before math? Hmm, I may not be the brightest crayon in the box, but if I think of
time as mathematical, wherever I travel back through time, I’ll still be travelling through math.
But that would mean, I could never ride my time machine to a time before math! Aw, shucks!
It’s a math/time quandary! If A = B and B = C, does that mean A = C ?
Yeah, if everything exists in time, and time is mathematical, does everything exist in math?
Or does math exist in everything? Ooh! Looks like my time machine has taken me somewhere
unexpected–to the extreme limits of philosophy!
Sure, I can imagine math without time, but I can’t imagine time without math.
So, is all creation mathematical? Or, to take it a step further, can math exist without creation?
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Yowza, what a question!
But here’s a better one: Can there be existence without math? Can I exist without math?
I’ve heard of Descartes’ philosophy, “I think (or imagine), therefore I am.”
But how do I think of existence? Mathematically?
Yeah, how do I make sense out of the nonsense? Broccoli and peas, Babel fish and Boghogs?
Maybe that sci-fi, cult classic, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, had the answer all along.
“How many Vogons does it take to change a light bulb?” I finally get it!
Those misadventures of Arthur Dent, Ford Prefect, Zaphod Beeblebrox, Trillian, Marvin the
Android, and Startibartfast, with that wild story of a race of hyper-intelligent pan-dimensional
beings who built a mega computer named Deep Thought to calculate the
Answer to The Ultimate Question of Life, the Universe, and Everything?
Of course! When the computer reveals the answer is 42, it’s not incomprehensible!
It’s the only possible answer: Math!
It’s pretty simple then!
 If my imagination can’t conjure up an existence of time and space without math,
 and my entire universe (and my perception of the universe) is constructed on a
mathematical basis,
then the core of my intellect and existence must be the language of math!
So I don’t have to jam a Babel fish in my ear to understand! Whew! And those spaceships,
time machines, and sonic screwdrivers…I can jettison and bypass all that sci-fi stuff!
What a relief!
Normality is restored! Back to terra firma!
The answer (and the “ultimate question”) has been there all along!
The common language of man, and the language that crosses all the barriers between God,
space, time, and creation–“What is math!?”
So, I guess that just leaves the one big question unanswered: God and math? Faith and proof?
Yeah, I know God created the heavens and the earth, so (drum roll, please)…
Did God create mathematics, or did God create with mathematics?
Maybe God created mathematics so that he could create with mathematics! Hmm…
Holy Archimedes! Philosopher’s stone? I think I just discovered the “Philosophical Circle”!
And now that I think of it, maybe the philosophical triangle, square, and rectangle, too!
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